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Abstract 

The one-gluon-exchange interaction includes a contact term, which includes the spin-spin interaction 

Such a contact interaction leads to divergent integrals. About combinations of the Fermi-type interactions 

including the spin-spin interaction, we present a new resort for convergence. In addition to the non-local 

form factor with 4 end points introduced by Kristensen and MQfller, a factor for convergence is introduced 

Under a specific combination of the Fermi-type interactions , the wave function rs able to be normalized and 

the eigenvalue is able to be obtained even in the case where the cut-off momentum is taken to be infinity, as 

the factor for convergence works 

S1. Introduction 

The one-gluon-exchange interaction (by gluon with mass approaching to zero at very small 

separtion between q and q (or q) ) includes a contact term, which includes the spin-spin interac-

tion. Such a contact interaction leads to the difficulty of divergent integrals 

In this paper, we present a resort for convergence about combmattons of the Fermi-type in-

teractions including the spin-spin interaction, by modifying the work by Katsumoril) where a 

non-local form factor with 4 end points proposed by Kristensen and MQfller2) is introduced to 

the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation in the ladder approximation. We introduce newly a factor for 

convergence. We point out an advantage brought about by introduing the factor for conver-

gence. 

S2. The ladder BS equation with Fermi-type interactions and a resort for convergence 

We propose the ladder BS equation for the system of two spin-1/2 particles a and b with 

combinations of the Fernu-type interactions and a resort for convergence 

J
 

V(xl'x2)=i9 SF"(xl'x3)SFb(x2'x4)AF(x3,x4'x5'X6)f(x5,x6) 

x v (x5, x6) d4x3d4x4d4x5d4x6, (1) 
where W is an amplitude, S/ and S~ are the Feynman propagators of a and b. Fis the non-local 

form factor with 4 end points, f is a factor for convergence introduced in this work, and igA 
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with a coupling constant g and a set of the Dirac matrices A comes from one of combinations of 

the Ferrm-type mteractrons 

The non-local form factor with 4 end points is defined as 

1
 = J F(x3, x4, x5, x6) (27c)16 F(p3,p4, p5, p6) e '(P3x3+p4x +psx:s+p6x )d p3d p d p d p6 (2) 

where px po~o plxl p2x2-p3x3, and the condition 

p3 + p4 + ps + p6 = O 

is imposed on it. Because of this condition, it takes a form 

1
 J ･, F(x3,x4, x5,x6)= ra G(P',p p") e~i(P'(x'-x )+px+px)dP d4p'd4p" 

(27T ) 

(3) 

(4) 

with 

X'=m.x3+mbx4 ,, m.x5+mbx6 . ,. (5a) m.+m x = x =x3 x4 x =xs~x6' b ' m.+mb ' 
P'=p3 +p4=-(p5+p6), p' =mb~~P;+~"P4 , p mbP5-m.p6 (5b) ,' 

m. + mb ' 

and G (P'. p'. p") m the expressron (4) rs defied as 

G(P',p',p") =G({H(P p )} {H(P p")} )K 

= G ( {H(P' , p') }2)KG ( {H(P' , p") }2) K (6) 

with 

G({H(P p) }2)K I for {H(P, p) }2~K2 (7) 
~ O for {17(P,p)}2>K2, 

where 

{ll(p p)} p + (pp)2/P2 (p (po)2_p2, P2= (Po)2_p2), (8) 

and K is the cut-off momentum.1) It is noted that m the rest frame of the bound state 

{H(P. p))2 reduces to p2, that is, 

{H(P, p) }2 1 p=0=p2. (9) 
(It is also noted that M~~ (P2) 1/2(= { (Po)2_p2) 1/2) is the rest mass of the bound state.) 

The factor for convergence f(xs, x6) introduced in this work is defined as 

1
 5- = J f(x5,x6) f(x x6) (2lc)4 e~ik(*'~**) (10) f (k2) d 4k 

with 
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f (k2) = e~c2(k2)2 (c> o) 

where c rs a constant, 

Introducing 

X= maxl + mbx2 mbPl ~ maP2 ma+mb ' x xi x2 P p +p2' p= ma+mb ' 

and inserting the expressions (4) and (10) , the Feynman propagator 

1 e~eks = J 2 2_ SF(x) (I~+m)AF(x) IAF(X) (27c)4 -k +m 16 d k 

and 

- - J V(xl'x2) =W(x) e IPX~~e IPX e~iPxcp(P)d4p/(271)3/2 

an d 

･J ･ " 
V(x5' x6) Ee~ e IP x cp(P")d4p"/ (27c)3/2 iPX -

67 

(11) 

( 1 2) 

(13) 

into Eq. (1), we have 

ig 2 pl + m. p2 + mb cp(P) = - (27c)8 G({H(P p) } ) 
' K pl2 ~ m.2 + i6 p22 - mb2 + i6 

X G({ll(P, k')}2)Kf((k-k')2)Acp(k)d4kd4k' , (14) 

wh er e 

m.P mbP Pl m.+m +p, p2 m.+m ~P' (15) 
Here the relations G ({H (P. - k) ) 2) K= G ({H( P. k) ) 2)K and f ( ( - k) 2) =f (k2) are taken into 

account 

For the Dirac matrices we use y0=y0=P, yk=Pak= - yk(k= 1, 2, 3) with 

:= ) ( ( , == I O O ak O -1 crk O 
and y5 ( E y5) ~ iyoyly2y3, where I and ak are the 2 x 2 unit and Pauli matrices respectively. 

The eigenvalue and eigenfunction of Eq. (14) with a gA are obtained from 
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J G ({H(P, P') }2)Kf ( (P -P') 2) cp(p) d4pd4p' 

ig J G({H(P p)}2)KG({H(P p')}2)Kf((P-P')2) 

(27c ) 8 ' ' pl + m. p2 + mb 
d 4pd 4p' x pl2 ~ m.2 + i6 p22 - mb2 + i6 

x 11 G({H(P, k') }2)Kf ( (k-k')2)Acp(k)d4kd4k' J
 

The ortho-normalization condition for each Of bound-state solutions is 

(16) 

J dP dX c (P)dP l(P P)x= (27c)3(po/M)63(P'-P) J = fJ: o __ =
-

:
 

p'+ } {1= cp(p)dPO} e~' '~ 

" = 
(17) 

For the system of a spin-1 /2 particle and a spin-1 /2 anti-particle with combinations of the 

Ferml-type mteractions and a resort for convergence, we have the equations which correspond 

to Eqs. (14), (16) and (17). 

We assume 

igl 
= ( I - y5" y5b - yp" y Pb/2 + y5" yp" y5b y Pb/2) l glA 1 4 

igl 

= ( I - ys"y5b) ( I - yp"yPb/2) (1 8a) 4
 

or 

igll 

lgIIAII= 16 (1 +y5"y5b+y "yP +y "yp"y5byPb-ap""aP"b/2) (18b) 

for igA in the system of two spin-1/2 particles, and 

igl 

lgIAI = 4 (1 ys"y5b+ybyPb/2 y5"yp"y5byPb/2) 

igl 

- (1 y5"y5b)(1+y"yP /2) (18c) - 4 
or 

igll 

lglIAII = ~ 16 (1+y5"y5b y "yPb y5"yp"y byPb ap""aP"b/2) (18d) 

for ig'A' in the system of a spin-1 /2 particle and a spin-1/2 anti-particle. 

Under igIAI or igIIAII' one has a JP= 0+ particle-particle bound-state solution respectively, 

and under igl~l/ or igl/AI/, one has a JP= O- particle-anti-particle bound-state solution respec-

tively . 
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It turns out that the bound-state solutions under igIAI and ig/A/ are able to be normalized 

and have the eigenvalues even in the case where the cut-off momentum is taken to be infinity, be-

cause the factor for convergence works. 

The explicit expressions for the bound-state solutions under igIAI and igfA/ are given else-

where, together with a method where the wave function and eigenvalue under the interaction 

motivated by QCD (composed of a confinin potential and a one-gluon-exchange interaction) 

are found compatibly wit the present study of the short-range interactions including the spin-

spm mteraction 
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